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)is paper presents selected IT tools of 3ds max software functions useful to create visualization of mechanical hazard, especially
in object and character modeling aspect. )is visualization was elaborated in Central Institute of Labour Protection-National
Research Institute. )is visualization was elaborated like multimedia OHS training materials from machines operators, OSH
employees and employers of mechanical plants, and all institutions of metal machining industry.

1. Introduction

Film presentation from employees is becoming a more
popular way to make more attractive OHS trainings. )ese
films, thanks to their dynamics and memorable message, can
be used perfectly by training participants. OHS films can be a
supporting or main element of these trainings. Continual
changes in the field of law cause the demand from films
about this topic.

A good way of making these films is using virtual reality
techniques. Especially in the case of serious and fatal acci-
dents, use of visualization methods is the only possible way.
)erefore, Central Institute for Labour Protection-National
Research Institute elaborated visualizations of mechanical
hazard during use of machines for metalworking [1] and
woodworking [2, 3].

)e idea of using virtual reality could be taken from
entertainment industry, where computers are often used as a
supporting tool in the process of creating film works [4].
Also, the constant progress of virtual reality techniques
shows that there are new ways of creating a virtual envi-
ronment, such as the use of 3D scanners [5]. Progress has
also been made in the area of creating virtual characters in
recent years [6]. )erefore, as mentioned earlier, there will
be a constant demand for films on such topics.

One of the main steps in the process of creating a vi-
sualization [7] of mechanical hazard using 3ds max software
is creation of a virtual environment [8, 9]. )is environment
needs presentation of film sequences showing operations
following to the accident.

Creation of a virtual environment is an enormously
complex and time-consuming process [10]. Modeling
[11, 12] shapes of objects can be made in different ways. )is
process begins with a simple object known as “Primitive.”
)en, the 3D object is modified to edit mesh level and apply
the appropriate modifier. However, some of 3D objects do
not model like meshes and polygons only like compound
objects. )ey are created as a result of relevant operations,
for example, Boolean operations.

2. Modeling of Compound 3D Objects

Compound objects are created based on other previously
created objects (at least two). To the most important of
compound objects belong Booleans (Figure 1) pro-Boolean,
Loft, Connect, and Procutter. Usually, the compound objects
used are Boolean objects. )ey are important elements to
improve creating a virtual environment. )ey are made on
mesh objects called “operands.” Boolean objects are used (in
most of cases) for regular and closed 3D objects about
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defined internal and external surfaces. Boolean operations
depend to a large of extent on the axis of 3D object surface. It
means all object surfaces must be directed on outside of the
object (does not be inverted normals).

For Boolean operations, at least two objects are needed.
)e result of this operation will be a new object. Boolean
operations have one flaw impact on optimalization of scene.
)e mesh created as a result of Boolean operations is not of
the highest quality. )e vertices in the created mesh which
was on the border of both objects will be doubled and will be
not connected vertices.

Sometimes, Boolean operations may fail because the
location of meshes does not allow it. We shall then move one
object relative to the other. Boolean operations can be ap-
plied for many of 3D objects but simultaneously can be
applied only for two-mesh 3D objects. If more than two
meshes are marked, only the active mesh and previously
selected mesh will be used like “operands.” Boolean oper-
ations work too on materials, UV-textures as a result of
which we receive object UV-multimap. It is possibly used for
many of Boolean operations:

(i) Union: operation based on connection of 3D ob-
jects. )e object obtained is the result of addition
one object to another object.

(ii) Intersection: this operation creates a new 3D object.
)e surface of the new 3D object is the intersection
of both original objects.

(iii) Subtraction: the active 3D object is subtracted from
the second 3D object.

(iv) Cut object: in practice, this operation is the same
like that mentioned above.

3. Elements of the 3D Modeling Technique in
Use to Create Character Clothes

In the case of a worker 3D model, one of the most important
elements to modeling is cloth. Just like reality in the virtual
world, we can create models of the virtual clothes. However,
we should remember that 3D mesh object to modeling of
virtual cloth must have high enough resolution. It will allow
for multiple (similar to reality) folding of a virtual fabric
strip. Otherwise, when the mesh has very small resolution,
small amount of vertices makes unrealistic fabric kinks and
waviness.

)e virtual clothes can be sewed similar to clothes in the
real world. )e model of part dress can be a contour of
linesorsplines. Inthisway, wecreatethe panels.Ever-
yvertex(corner point) ofthepanel must bedisconnectedby

Figure 1: Use of a compound object Boolean from modeling of pulley safety guard of Drill Press.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Elements of modifier Garment Maker help modeling of fabric. (a) Fabric mesh created using Dalaunaya algorithm; (b) connection
of fabric edges by virtual seams.
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function“Break.”Otherwise,amodifierapplied to crea-
teavirtualfabricmesh(Garment Maker)willmakeroundingon
thecornerpointsofthepanel.

)is modifier Garment Maker allows for increase of
resolution for the mesh of the cloth object. )is is imple-
mented by increase of mesh density determined by
Dalaunaya algorithm, Figure 2(a). )is algorithm makes
randomized division of the mesh into triangles (so-called
triangulation). It makes the mesh irregular. )is fabric made
from an irregular mesh is less susceptible to collapse of fabric
edges. It is worth mentioning that the virtual fabrics be
created based on “splajns” or object “Plane”. Objects type
“Primitives” should not be used because this caused dou-
bling of the amount of virtual fabric polygons. Properly
selected and positioned panels should be connected by
virtual seams, Figure 2(b). However, we should note that
corresponding to edges, e.g., the sleeves of a shirt should be
of more or less identical sizes. 3D object fabric is created by
using a modifier “Cloth.” )is modifier allows for con-
necting panels of virtual fabric after defining all seams and
allows for simulation of virtual fabric. )is modifier also
allows for add in and setting of gravitation force and another
force which can interact with virtual fabric, e.g., wind force.

4. Conclusions

)anks to the development of virtual reality [13], we can
currently create tools from OSH trainings. )is can be
support tools but also main tools. Development of visuali-
zation techniques and changes of OSH regulations are
needed to create visualization of these problems.

Materials of this type permit recognition in noninjury
manner by employees all hazards from the places they work
in. )e visualization help of employees, especially with a
short internship, helps get acquainted from hazards on their
work places. When creating materials of this type, it is
convenient to use appropriate systems and tools. )ese
systems and tools help create such materials.

)is paper presents selected IT tools, especially in the
context of modeling of compound 3D objects. )is tool was
very useful during work on the performance of the virtual
environment for needs of visualizations of mechanical hazards.
)is paper also presents elements related to build 3D characters
for visualizations like were elaborated in Central Institute of
Labour Protection, National Research Institute.
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